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Today’s Program  - “Reflections on Jerusalem Real Estate Trends 2021”  

Yaakov Ben-Ze'ev (Simkovitz),  

Commercial Real Estate & Tourism Projects Consultant Anglo-Saxon Reality 

Yaakov Ben-Ze’ev has been managing the Commercial Real Estate Department of 
Anglo-Saxon Jerusalem since 2001. 

Michigan born (Aliyah in 1972), his academic background includes degrees in 
Psychology, Near Eastern Studies (Wayne State University, Hebrew University), 
Land of Israel Studies (Israeli Ministry of Tourism), Tourism Project Management 
(University of Haifa), and training in Hospitality Management & Marketing (Hyatt 
Regency Hotel Chain). Yaakov is also a graduate of the Western Galilee Historic 
Building Preservation Program. 

Following active duty in the IDF in 1976, Yaakov has worked as a Licensed Israeli 
Tour Guide (including March of the Living), served as the Tekoa Village Manager, 
coordinated the Herodion Tourism Project and managed internet Israel Travel 
Marketing sites. In 2017, Yaakov assisted in organizing a Denver University 
conference on The Impact of Driverless Mobility held at the Hebrew University. All 
of Yaakov’s’ five children and 13 grandchildren live in Israel – from Metula to the 
Negev. 

 

 
Upcoming Events 

 
9 September, 2020 tba 
 



 

We have a virtual meeting again using the internet application ZOOM. Please log 
in as follows: just before 1:00 pm (1300), of the meeting date, click on 

the following "Join URL":  https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86112105200 or 
only the numbers 86112105200 in the log-in window of ZOOM 

 

Fellowship Greetings  
 
Our congratulations to Pamela and Werner Loval on their wedding anniversary on 
2 September. One day later ‘HAPPY, HAPPY’ BIRTHDAY to Ruth Harris and Mazal 
Tov  as well to Nannie (Shoshanna) Braunstein on 6 September. Many happy 
returns to all of you 
 

                                                                                                                                                        

  The President’s Corner 

 
I planned to toast a Rotary Club in Hanoi, capital of Vietnam today (details see below in ‘international toast’. It 

seems that in 1975 all seven Rotary Clubs of Vietnam ceased to exist and until now no clubs have been established 

in united Vietnam again. Despite the opening of the country to some type of market economy, to pretty good 

relations with old arch enemies USA and France. Whow, hard to understand that there are still countries who, for 

one reason or another, prohibit the entry of Rotary. Although Rotary programs are running in Vietnam, mainly by 

Australia: Several Australian medical teams have worked with local medical professionals in cardiac surgery, hand 

surgery, plastic reconstruction and microsurgery. Other programs include micro credit finance schemes and 

financial support for orphanages and children with hearing and sight impairment. Let us hope, that we have soon 

Rotary Clubs in Vietnam.     

                                                                                                                                                               

                                                                                                                                                                         Dieter Ziulkowski     

 

   International Toast – Rotary Club of Wien Graben, Austria 

Three noteworthy historical events that happened on 2 September, the day of our meeting: 

1929 Unilever forms by merger of Margarine Union & Lever Bros. Unilever is a British-Dutch multinational 
consumer goods company, headquartered in London, United Kingdom and Rotterdam, The Netherlands. Unilever 
products include food, candy, energy drinks, baby food, soft drinks, ice cream, tea, cleaning agents, coffee, pet 
food, bottled water, chewing gum, frozen pizza, pregnancy tests, juice, beauty products, personal care, breakfast 
cereals, medicine and pharmaceutical healthcare products. Unilever is the largest producer of soap in the world. 
Unilever is one of the oldest multinational companies and its products are available in around 190 countries. 
Unilever was founded on 2 September 1929, by the merger of the Dutch margarine producer Margarine Unie and 
the British soapmaker Lever Brothers. During the second half of the 20th century, the company increasingly 
diversified from being a maker of products made of oils and fats, and expanded its operations worldwide. It has 
made numerous corporate acquisitions, including Lipton (1971), Brooke Bond (1984), Chesebrough-Ponds (1987), 
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Best Foods (2000), Ben & Jerry's (2000), Alberto-Culver (2010), Dollar Shave Club (2016) and Pukka Herbs (2017). 
Unilever divested its specialty chemicals businesses to ICI in 1997. In the 2010s, under the leadership of Paul 
Polman, the company gradually shifted its focus towards health and beauty brands and away from food brands 
showing slow growth.                                                                                   

 

                                              

 

1945 Ho Chi Minh declares Vietnam independent from France (National Day). Officially the Socialist Republic of 
Vietnam, is a country in Southeast Asia. With an estimated 96.2 million inhabitants as of 2019, it is the 15th most 
populous country in the world. Vietnam shares its land borders with China to the north, and Laos and Cambodia 
to the west. It shares its maritime borders with Thailand through the Gulf of Thailand, and the Philippines, 
Indonesia and Malaysia through the South China Sea. Its capital city is Hanoi, while its most populous city and 
commercial hub is Ho Chi Minh City, also known by its former name of Saigon. In 1941, the Việt Minh, a 
nationalist liberation movement based on a Communist ideology, emerged under the Vietnamese revolutionary 
leader Hồ Chí Minh. The Việt Minh sought independence for Vietnam from France and the end of the Japanese 
occupation. Following the military defeat of Japan and the fall of its puppet Empire of Vietnam in August 1945, 
anarchy, rioting, and murder were widespread, as Saigon's administrative services had collapsed. The Việt Minh 
occupied Hanoi and proclaimed a provisional government, which asserted national independence on 2 
September. 

1949 "The Third Man", directed by Carol Reed, starring Joseph Cotten, Alida Valli and Orson Welles, is released in 
the United Kingdom. Set in postwar Vienna, the film centres on American Holly Martins (Cotten), who arrives in 
the city to accept a job with his friend Harry Lime (Welles), only to learn that Lime has died. Viewing his death as 
suspicious, Martins elects to stay in Vienna and investigate the matter. The atmospheric use of black-and-white 
expressionist cinematography by Robert Krasker, with harsh lighting and distorted "Dutch angle" camera 
technique, is a major feature of The Third Man. Combined with the iconic theme music, seedy locations and 
acclaimed performances from the cast, the style evokes the atmosphere of an exhausted, cynical post-war Vienna 
at the start of the Cold War. Greene wrote the novella of the same name as preparation for the screenplay. 
Anton Karas wrote and performed the score, which featured only the zither. The title music "The Third Man 
Theme" topped the international music charts in 1950, bringing the previously unknown performer international 
fame; the theme would also inspire Nino Rota's principal melody in La Dolce Vita (1960). The Third Man is 
considered one of the greatest films of all time, celebrated for its acting, musical score and atmospheric 
cinematography. In 1999, the British Film Institute voted The Third Man the greatest British film of all time. One 
critic wrote the following: "Of all the movies that I have seen, this one most completely embodies the romance of 
going to the movies." 

 

 

                Ho Chi Minh and map of Vietnam               The Third Man and Orson Welles 
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Today we are toasting the Rotary Club of Wien Graben, chartered in 1999 on the release of the movie ‘The Third 
Man’ on 2 September 1949 in Great Britain. One of the great movies of all times. Outdoor scenes were shot on 
location in Vienna. Cheers to Wien Graben. 

                                                                                                                                                                 Dieter Ziulkowski                                     

  Some other news  
      
Some of the participants of last  ZOOM  meeting, courtesy of Eli: 
       
 

                                                            
 
 
                                 
Food for thought: 
 
 Useful new words - 

 

*Errorist* : Someone who repeatedly makes mistakes. 

 

*Askhole* : A person who constantly asks for your advice, yet always  

does the opposite of what you tell them. 

 

*Nonversation* : A completely worthless conversation, wherein nothing  

is illuminated, explained or otherwise elaborated upon. Typically  

occurs at parties, bars or other events . 

 



*Destinesia* : When you get to where you were intending to go, you  

forget why you were going there in the first place. 

 

*Unkeyboardinated* : Lacking physical or mental keyboard coordination;  

unable to type without repeatedly making mistakes. 

 

*Cellfish*: Those who continue to talk on their cell phone, oblivious  

to the effect on others around them. 

 

*Textpectation* :The anticipation one feels when waiting for a  

response to a text message. 

 

*Carcolepsy*:The inability to stay awake and alert when in anything  

that moves like car, train,  plane and bus. 

                             

 

 
The Jerusalem Rotary Club meets every Wednesday at 1 p.m. (13.00) at the 
Jerusalem International YMCA on King David Street. On the last Wednesday of 
every month it meets in the evening at 7 p.m. (19.00). NIS75 covers lunch/dinner, 
the Rotary program and a presentation by selected speakers. Kosher meals can be 
ordered until 90 minutes before the start of the meeting, by sending a message to 
our secretary 054-4295680. Visiting Rotarians and visitors are welcome. 
 

 


